


❑ Raaskoin is backed & redeemable against gold, silver & platinum. Raastrade Crypto Exchange must be therefore compatible to Raastrade Quantum Resistant

Blockchain and support Stablecoins listed on its Exchange (https://www.raaskoin.com/raaskoin-ecosystem). It is also spendable like cash through Raaskoin Cards.

❑ Raaskoin Business Model: Mine, Process, Refine, Vault, Audit and Tokenize. Raastrade Blockchain supports this Supply Chain.

❑ Raaskoin is Securely Built as an ERC20 Smart Contract Running on Ethereum Blockchain. It is Transferable globally.

❑ Raaskoin Tokensale is live running in Soft Launch Mode on Linode Server at https://raastrade.net/ico/front/register. At the end of the Tokensale, Raaskoin will be

listed on our own Proprietary Exchange Raastrade and on other major Crypto Exchanges such as Coinbase, Binance. Raaskoin Wallet will be compatible with most

major Exchanges.

❑ Immediate Circulating Supply will be 60 million Raaskoins. Distributed Raaskoins (20 million for Partners, 12 million for Reserve, 8 million for Team & Advisory). The

Total Supply of 100 Millions Raaskoins is expected to be in circulation after the Distribution.

❑ Raastrade Blockchain will host: (1) Mining, Refinery, Logistics and Mineral Trading Supply Chain, (2) Raastrade Crypto Exchange, (3) Raasbank (Blockchain Bank),

(4) Raaskoin DeFi, (5) RACE (Raas Commodity Exchange). This a Multi-Dimension Blockchain Ecosystem with top-notch inter-compatibility, integration and

interoperability. Since our Model is Agro-Mining, Agriculture will be added to the Chain. Furthermore, as our operational focal point is in Africa, Raaskoin Ecosystem

must be One-Stop Shop. Other Platforms such as P2P, OTC, Insurance, Oil & Gas, are expected to be added in due time.

❑ Vaulted and Audited Precious Metals Backing Raaskoins:

▪ Initially: 100 Raaskoins = 1 gr of pure gold @ 99.99%

▪ For 100 million Raaskoins Total Supply: 1 Ton of Pure Gold is needed to back up the 100 million Total Raaskoin Supply @ 100 Raaskoins = 1 gr of gold

▪ Additionally, we will vault an equivalent of 1 Ton of Gold in Silver and in Platinum.

▪ Total initial backing coverage (not redemption) will therefore be: 3 Tons of Gold – the Redemption can be either in gold, silver, platinum or in any combination.

▪ With the support of 50% of Net Earnings of the Mining Revenues, it is expected that the backing of Raaskoin or its Redemption Rate will rise 27 times: 100

Raaskoins = 27gr of gold or their equivalent in silver and platinum within 5 years.

▪ For example: 1 million Raaskoins @ the current redemption rate of 100 Raaskoins = 1 gr, can be redeemed for $580,000 (1 gr of gold = $58 as of 07/28/2021).

Within 5 years, the Redemption will be $15,390,000 @ the redemption rate of 100 Raaskoins = 27 gr of Gold regardless of the market price of Raaskoin.

https://www.raaskoin.com/raaskoin-ecosystem
https://etherscan.io/token/0xed2e106a2d4e3a0bcb20f21464121117349cc94f
https://raastrade.net/ico/front/register
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❑ Quantum Resistant Blockchain Banking Platform. With all essential banking features – such as bank

accounts, payments, credit/debit cards, trading, lending, and user onboarding, crypto friendly mobile

banking providing all necessary banking functions, Intuitive Front-End, Secure API to ensure seamless

connectivity with a third party.

❑ Banking Modules: Ensure frictionless banking experience for customers with complete banking modules

like customer onboarding, customer account, trading, lending, and payments.

❑ Leverage TextBit. To enable customers to send cryptocurrency for free via SMS by simply selecting a

contact from their phonebook and ensure direct transfer of assets. All the transactions are confirmed via

two-factor authentication (2FA) to ensure secure transfer of funds.

❑ Cryptocurrency Trading Desk. Trading platform to enable customers to buy and sell cryptocurrencies

directly from their bank account. To be integrated with Raastrade Crypto Exchange on Raastrade Quantum

Resistant Blockchain.



❑ Bank Account. With SEPA IBAN account and SWIFT IBAN account to facilitate payments globally.

❑ Debit Card. Loaded with fiat, precious metals and cryptocurrencies – which can be used globally, both

online and in-store.

❑ Credit Card. Contactless Cards (Mastercard) allowing to spend crypto and fiat currencies in real life,

anywhere Mastercard is accepted.

❑ User-Controlled Wallet. Secure Crypto Wallet to store and transfer multiple cryptocurrencies. Customers

own their private keys and have complete control over their funds.

❑ Remittance. Through a Decentralized Remittance Platform that enables quick, secure, and efficient cross-

border transactions.

❑ Payments. Provide a Payment Platform that enables POS (Point of Sale) payments using crypto and fiat

currency, allowing unrestricted access to borderless payments.

❑ Merchant Payment Gateway. Trade Finance Platform that seamlessly allows sending or receiving business

payments from anyone in the world.





❑ HIGH TPS (TRANSACTIONS PER SECOND).  The higher the TPS, the better the trading experience. Raastrade Exchange will 

offer incredible performance, processing up to 100,000 transactions per second minimum. 

❑ POWERFUL TRADE ENGINE.  The robust trading engine matches buy and sell orders with minimum latency. It offers built-in 

order types for market order, limit order, and stop order.

❑ MULTI-CURRENCY WALLET.  The Multi-Cryptocurrency Wallet (Multi-Signature and Encrypted Hot Wallet) enables secure 

storage and smooth transactions for a spectrum of cryptocurrencies. 

❑ MULTI-LAYER SECURITY.  Advanced Security Solutions like SSL implementation and Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) 

ensure additional login security, encrypted user access, and automatic limits for fund withdrawal. 

❑ LIQUIDITY OPTION.  A secure API connection with external exchanges will help achieve liquidity in a scenario when a buyer 

is unable to get the right seller. 

❑ CRYPTO AND FIAT SUPPORT.  Raastrade Exchange supports a Multiple Currencies, including Fiat and Cryptocurrencies. 

The scalable architecture facilitates the integration of any currency into the exchange.



…/..

❑ KYC & AML.  Geography-based KYC / AML comes into effect for user identity verification when it comes to withdrawing a big 

number of cryptocurrencies from the exchange’s Hot Wallet.

❑ REFERRAL AND REWARD PROGRAM.  The meticulously crafted referral and reward program module allows seamless 

distribution of rewards or incentives to users.

❑ MULTI-LANGUAGE SUPPORT.  The Multi-Language support increases the global reach of the Raastrade Exchange. The 

System’s UI provides the best UX for the left to right and right to left languages.

❑ BOT TRADING.  The intelligent bot seizes the market opportunities and trades assets round-the-clock, even when the users 

are not available for trading.

❑ ADVANCED CHART TOOLS.  A graphical trading experience with advanced charting functionality enables the users to view 

orders, positions, and annotate to their trading strategy.

❑ STAKING.  Staking allows users to stake their crypto assets to earn lucrative staking rewards on top of their crypto holdings 

and grow them further by compounding their future rewards.



❑ HTTP AUTHENTICATION. Secure HTTP Authentication Raaskoin like OAuth are leveraged for user authentication.

❑ DATA ENCRYPTION. Encryption of data transmission protects user credentials and other confidential information.

❑ JAIL LOGIN. Prevents multiple failed attempts for a certain amount of time.

❑ ANTI-DENIAL OF SERVICE (DoS). Protects the exchange from large requests sent to the server.

❑ ANTI-DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE (DDoS). Defends the Raastrade Exchange from overwhelming traffic 

originating from multiple sources

❑ CROSS-SITE REQUEST FORGERY (CSRF) PROTECTION. Prevents State-changing requests and other unwanted user 

actions.

❑ SERVER-SIDE REQUEST FORGERY (SSRF) PROTECTION. Protects internal systems from attacks sent from pregnable 

web applications.

❑ HTTP PARAMETER POLLUTION PROTECTION. Deters web attacks that craft an HTTP request in order to retrieve hidden 

information



1. CLIENT APP DASHBOARD

❑ Cryptocurrency Trading

❑ Order Book to view buy-sell prices of crypto assets on the exchange

❑ View Hot Wallet’s balance of all cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies

❑ View Open Orders

❑ 24-hour Order History

❑ Monitor Real-Time Crypto Trading Prices filtered by time period

2. ADMIN PANEL

❑ Shows data rich dashboard, buy-sell transactions, send-receive transactions, users

❑ Provides a real-time view of exchange and the cryptocurrency transactions filtered by a time period

❑ Exhibits the user details and status of user documents

❑ Displays the transaction ID, time stamp, amount and description of the transaction

❑ Displays the transaction ID, details of sender or receiver like email ID, description and timestamp etc.



❑ Shows the transactions pending for authorization by the Admin

❑ Shows the various cryptocurrency balance at a certain instance

❑ Provides an overview of cryptocurrency node balance for various cryptocurrencies

❑ Provides an overview of the bid table and ask table mentioning the bid ID, amount and quantity

❑ Shows information like name ID, Email ID, phone, amount and the beneficiary bank details and the 

transaction status in payment order dashboard

3. SUPPORT

❑ Infrastructure maintenance

❑ Production support

❑ Upgrades

❑ Security patches





❑ Raaskoin DeFi Ecosystem comprises an expansive network of financial instruments including banking,

payments and settlement, lending and borrowing platforms, and stablecoins…where users can directly

engage into financial services with each other on automated contracts that further ensure thereby eliminating

the intermediary fee.

❑ Raaskoin DeFi Platform is driven by smart contracts that make the entire process automated, immutable,

secure, scalable, without intermediaries & the interference of banks or regulatory bodies and therefore

ensuring, instantaneous liquidity and global reach.

❑ Raaskoin DeFi Ecosystem will greatly move Africans into the modern banking & financial services through

their mobile devices.

CLEAR BENEFITS OF RAASKOIN DeFi ECOSYSTEM

▪ Nullified risks & frauds

▪ Total Ownership of Assets to the users

▪ Better Interoperability between Stake Holders

▪ Lightning Node Network enabling Unlimited Transactions

▪ Deep Rooted Customer Loyalty and Lasting Associations





❑ RACE Connects African Agro-Mining Commodities Producers and Sellers to Global Buyers through Quantum

Resistant Blockchain for fair, orderly, transparent, and efficient price discovery that mitigate price and

counterparty risk, reduce transaction costs and information asymmetries by using Blockchain Technology to

disseminate market information while creating better supply chains.

❑ RACE strives to transform African Agro-Mining fragmented markets beleaguered by high transaction costs and

low-quality standards to a modern and reliable commodity market.

❑ RACE provides a framework for market actors, financial institutions, and commodity operators to interact based

on rules that provide legal protections.

❑ RACE Integration into the Raaskoin Ecosystem (Quantum Resistant Blockchain, DeFi Ecosystem, Raasbank,

Agro-Mining Supply Chain, Raastrate Crypto Exchange) will greatly help to overcome the challenges in African

Commodities Trading such as inadequate infrastructure in terms of electricity, roads, telecommunications,

financial services, and warehouses, absence of necessary market infrastructures, including reliable and timely

market information and standards.
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